Smartcare

An innovative
approach to art
conservation

Inadequate climate conditions such as high

Meet Smartcare, a small and discrete plug and play

temperatures, extremes and fluctuations of relative

datalogger measuring temperature, relative humidity,

humidity or high light conditions, can elevate the risk

visible light and presence without SIM card or

of material deterioration.

network registration. This datalogger can be used at

Based on our 20+ years of experience in conservation
we have learned that damage can be prevented by

home, in your storage facility, museum or gallery.
The loggers can even keep in contact during transport.

monitoring the climate and ensuring correct and

This logger is accompanied by a personalized

stable climate conditions.

collection management service to enable collection

By performing continuous measurements with a
Smartcare datalogger and disclosing data via the

care:
| Collection owner has access to online personal

SmartCare app we put you in control of the condition
of your works. Moreover, our conservators’ eyes are
on your collection’s climate conditions continuously.

account with easy-to-read data sheets and graphs
| Build-in threshold templates for specific materials
or locations.

In this way we can provide advice and assistance on
how to take care of your collection, prevent damage
and safeguard its value by taking preventive measures
to improve the conditions.

Smartcare services

Technical features

Guarantee

| Risk assessment of storage and/or
display location

| Wireless (LoRa nework)

| Follow-up by consultant
preventive conservation

| On site assistance with placement
and installation

| Responsive web application
‘smartphone friendly’
| Alarm system via email or sms

| Alarm within 48 hours in case of
elevated risk levels

| High sensitivity sensors

| Yearly reporting and analysis,
more often if needed

| Battery lifespan of 2 years

| Up to 10 min. measuring interval

| Back-up by certified conservators,
specialized in different art
typologies and materials
| Uptime 24/7

| GDPR compliant
| Strongly secured end-to-end

The Smartcare service is available on a subscription basis. The pricing depends on
the need and requirements of the collection owner and the collection.
Talk to us to find out how we can build a sustainable solution around the management
of your art collection at info@iparc.eu. We take your collection to heART!

www.iparc.eu

